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Union Services Are To Be Held On
Thanksgiving Day At 8:30 A. M.
Instead Of 9:00 A. M. As
Originally Scheduled
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THEY'LL TAKE THE CAKE
.1.1100Y

By the President of the United States

A PROCLAN1ATION

Prospects Of Local
Eleven Winning Annual
Thanksgiving Battle
Believed To Be Good

In accordance with our cherished custom, let us pause
from
our labors for one day in this autumnal season and
offer prayers of
thanks to the Divine Giver of our bounty.
We are grateful for the plentiful harvests of our fields, for
the
abundance of goods produced by our industries, and for
the multitude
of spiritual blessings which enrich our lives.
We are thankful that our resources enable us to aid
the peoples
of other countries in the furtherance of economic
well-being and
security.
We deeply appreciate the strength of our democrat
ic institutions and the preservation of those ideals of liberty
and justice which
form the basis of national stability and international
peace, The
times demand more than the wisdom of man can provide.
There
should be in the hearts of all good men and true a
realization that as
the Psalmist said: "There is no king saved by the
multitude of an
host: a mighty man is not delivered ey much
strength." Humbly
grateful for these benefactions, may we add
to our prayers of thanksgiving a plea for divine guidance of the leaders
of our nation and
the leaders of all other nations in their efforts to
promote peace and
freedom for all men.
Now, therefore, I, Harry S. Trumah, Presiden
t of the United
States of America, having in mind the Joint Congress
ional Resolution
of December 26, 1941, which made the fourth
Thursday in November
a legal holiday, do hereby proclaim Thquida
y, November 24, 1949, as
Thanksgiving Day, and I urge all citizeds to
observe the day with
reverence. Let us, on the appointed day, in our
homes and in our
accustomed places of worship, give thanks to
Almighty God for the
blessings which have signalized our lot as a
nation, and let us ask
for the gift of wisdom in our striving for a
better world.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand and caused
the seal of the United States to be affiised.
Done at the City of Washington this tenth day
of November in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and forty-nine and of the
independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and
seventy-fourth.

Turkey day will find Coach
any Hackett's "wonder boys"
• the Marion gridiron for the
•it Western Kentucky Confergame of the 1949 football

Four City Workers
Resign Positions
Here Monday Night
Installation Of Fire
Signal In Downtown
Area Is Proposed
At Council Meet

Four appointed employees of
the City resigned their jobs to
clear the way for the new council
to make appointments co-existent
with their terms which begin
This traditional Thanksgiving
Monday, December 5, Mayor W.
y battle with the Blue Terrors
L. Cash announced after a meetin be fought by nine seniors for
ing of the Board of Council )sere
members
time
as
of the
last
Monday night.
der High School team.
6,10 ....
Those resigning were Harold
Members of the squad engaging
Presented here as a Princeto
rtian and two other members of
McConnell, superintendent of
battle for their alma mater the Three Rivers District of
the Boy Scouts of America
municipal waterworks; Howard
receiving a
the last time will be Barrett, trophy at a recent meeting of the..
Western Kentucky Boy Scout
Prescott, waterworks superintt, Lubben, McCiaslin, Wilker- Council at Cincinnati. The trophy
was presented to the group in
tendent; Slane Wheeler, waterPeters, Wade, Glenn and recognition of the. large
number pf boys recruited into scout
works helper, and Lacy Cunningwork
in this district. Pictured:110
/•.//11.
are: (left to right) James J. Harris,
ham, waterworks helper.
According to Hackett, the team field executive of the Three
Rivers District; W. D. Armstro
The mayor also announced that
ng,
go into the Thanksgiving Day camping activities chairman, and
Frank Delker, treasurer of the
the council approved a contract
uvers in good condition. Western Kentucky Area Council.
,
with the Illinois Central Rail/o2ver, the coach said he would
road Company and agreed for
. redict the outcome of the
Ii
the city to pay $12, annually, for
although Marion has failVice President and Mrs. Alben W. Barkley hold knife to
Citizens Of Tomorrow
cut acquiring the right to lay a sewwin a conference encounter
their wedding cake at their reception Friday in St. Louis,
as bride er line and establish a driveway
•eason.
A total of 82 children in
gestures with the hand on which she wears her wedding
ring. On on the Railroad's property in
.:ter losing three key players
Caldwell county will have
the sash of her blouse she wears fan-shaped diamond
clips. Recep- connection with the water imtheir pictures published in
fore the season got underway,
tion was at home of Mrs. T. M. Sayman.
provement program now underNormal Mail Service
roeton's Tigers now have
The Leader during January
way. An agreement also was ratiin
a
../1 the title of "wonder boys"
special
"Citizen
s of ToRestored To Princeton
fied authorizing the Don P. Pray
.,inning five of eight confermorrow" feature. Pictures of
Construction Company to use the
And Nearby Towns
Mail The Easy Way
the 82 children were taken
games and the distinction of
city's concrete mixer for making
Resumpt
only
A
large
team
ion
the
steel
here
in
the
of
Westletter box has
Monday by the Woltz
service Monday
g
concrete to be used in the water
HARRY S. TRUMAN
been
placed
Kentucky Conference to grab by two Illinois Central passenger
Studios, of Des- Moines,
in front of the
By the President:
improvement program.
trains, which were discontinued
postoffice
on Washington
three major upsets.
Iowa, especially for the
JAMES E. WEBB, Acting Secretary of
ate.
A proposal to install a fire sigduring the coal strike, restored
street for patrons to mail letDinner Meeting To Be
forthcoming special feature
nal in the business section, maknormal mail service here this
ters without alighting from
in this newspaper.
Held At Princeton
rmers Urged To Vote
ing it more convenient to sound
Kutttiwa Taxi Driver
their cars, it was announced
week.
V—
the fire alarm in case of fire, was
Committee Election
Countr
this
y
Club
week
by
John
Mahan,
S.
Trains which resumed operaTo
Be
Tried For
referred to Councilman Jake and
Pretty
Caldwell county farmers are tion are No.
Betty
postmast
er.
Folsom
There
will
Former
be
no
Universi
ty of Kentuc101 from Louisville
Manslaughter
i to participate in the elec- which arrives
parking allowed within 15
ky students now living in Cald- Lusby, of the light committee.
here at 12:50 p. m. From First District
;.f Production and MarketThe case of Adrian Faught,
feet from this area, and mail
well County are invited to at- They were authorized to install
and No. 102 which comes from
Wins Farm Queen Title
Former Princetonian
Kuttipwa taxi driver and resident
Administration committee- Fulton
will be collected before each
tend a dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. the light if they should decide
and arrives here at 7:20
of Fldonia, will be tried in the
Louisville — Miss Betty Foldispatch, Mr. Mahan added.
who will administer federal p. m.
Monday (Nov. 28) at the Prince- in favor of the proposal.
Had Been Seriously
som, 15, a student at Barlow-Kevil
Decensber term of Lyon County
The payment of $6,120 out of
1. programs in this county durton
Country Club at which plans
However, Illinois Ceutral offi- high
III Three Weeks
Circtdt Court, which convenes Deschool, was named beauty
AO, Willis S. Traylor, PMA
will be completed for the estab- the sinking fund for the retirecials disclosed this week that the queen
Funeral services for Mrs. Al- cember 5, it has been aunnounced. Fredonia Team Bows
of the Kentucky Farm Bu:man, stated this week. Time
lishment of a Caldwell County ment of $6,000 worth of funding
schedule on these two trains will reau
Federation here Monday, vin P. Wadlington, who died at
for the election is 10 a. m.
U. K. Alumni Club, it is an- bonds and $120 funding bond inCharges against Faught were To Frances 55-42
be Changed beginning at 12:01 a.m. marking
terest charges, due December I,
the second year in suc- New Grace Hospital, Detroit, preferred after an auto collision
ursday, December 1.
Frances, Ky. — Frances high nounced.
Sunday, December 4. The new cession
that the contest has been Mich., Saturday, November 19, las November on Highway 93
"Farmer-committees will have
All Caldwell countains who 1949, also was authorized. 'This
school's Bulldogs remained undein
schedule will virtually become the won by
payment will dispose of all the
a representative of the were conducted at Brown's Fun- which R. C. Guess, Princeton bar- feated here tonight,
big job during 1950," he said.
trouncing have attended the University for
same as before April 7, 1947.
eral Home Tuesday, November ber, was killed
First District..
any of the decisions commitas much as one semester are eli- funding bonds of the city, leavinstantly. Mr. Fredonia 55-42.
The change of schedules will
rn
make will have an
Miss Folsom was crowned by 22, at 2 p. m., by the Rev. H. G. Guess' auto collided with the auThe Bulldogs led throughout gible for membership and are ing the $59,000 non-callable genfacilitate travel to and from the
..7tant bearing OA farming
tomobile driven by Faught
Miss Marilyn Chester, Brewers, M. Hatler.
the
tilt. George Hart, Frances' invited to attend the organiza- eral obligation bonds, maturing
north and east and to the south
A daughter of the late Charles
• tions. These committees are
who won te.contat last 2'ear.
high
scoring forward, hit for 22 tional meeting. However, *eserva- in 1955, Mayor Cash stated.
by better connection at LouisIn addition to the mayor suad
asible for the local adminThe new Kentucky farm beauty D. Reynolds and Matilda George Baptist
points
and Carlos Bailey, at cen- tions must be _made not later than
s To Hold
ville, Memphis and Fulton, ac,aon of such federal farm
/ queen is the daughter of Mr. and Reynolds, Mrs. Wadlington was
ter, scored 16. Wigginton led Frichiy, November 25 at the coun- councilmen, Monday night's Cotmcording to T. K. Williams, supercil meeting was attended by
.irarns as agricultural conserI Mrs. Robert Folsom of Ballard the former Hermosa Matilda Rey- Thanksgiving Service
ty agent's office here.
Fredonia with 14 points.
intendent of the I. C's Kentucbon, price-supports, acreage alThanksgiving Day services will
county. She won over a field of nolds. She was a native of CaldFredonia made 18 free throws.
Guest speakers will be Dr. Leo Mayor-elect Clifton Hollowell
ky division.
well County, and on October 8. be held at 9 a. m. Thursda
ents and marketing quotas,"
16 contestants.
Score by quarters:
M. Chamberlain, vice president of an 6 Councilmen-elect J. W.
y at
Under the new schedule train
1921, was married to Alvin P. the Northside Baptist
• iplained.
Frances
16
Church
31
She
the
45
55
University; Miss Helen King, Quinn, Tom Hammonds, Frank
will
and
go
Chicago
to
next Wadlington, now of
101 will leave Louisville at 11:40
Detroit, who at 10 a. m. at the First Baptist Fredonia
A landlord, tenant or sharecrop13
22
month
executiv
42
34
as
e secretary of the U. K. Webb, Claude Robinson, Lee CarKentuck
y's
representa- survivies her.
a.m., arrive at Paducah at 5:25
Church with the Rev. H. G. M.
on a farm cooperating or
Frances
(55)
Alumni
tive
in
the
Association, and Ham- din and N. B. Cameron. The new
national
Farm Bureau
p.m., depart from Paducah at 5:38
councilmen will assume their duAlthough she retained her Hatler conducting both services.
./.;pating in one or more proForwards: Hart 22, Perkins 2, bleton Tapp, assistant to
Univerp.m. and arrive at Memphis at beauty contest.
ties on the first Monday in Demembership in the First Baptist
administered through the
Special music will be provided Polk.
sity President H. L. Donovan.
Miss Folsom won the First Dis9:30 p.m. The Louisville departure
cember with the new mayor asChurch here, Mrs. Wadlington by the four choirs
Center: Bailey 16.
o• and community PMA comMr. Tapp will show the recentof the First
time will allow connections with trict title in October at a contest was
suming his duties on the first
affiliated with the activities Baptist Church under
Guards: Simpkins 14, Ordway I. ly complete
•./.-es are eligible to vote.
the direcd campus movie, "The
trains from Washington, New staged in Paducah. She has been of the
Monday in January.
Covenant Baptist Church in tion of Jimmy Morrison.
Fredonia (42)
University of. Kentucky: A Place,
York, Philadelphia and Cincin- active in 4-H Club work for four Detroit.
Forwards: Sigler 11, Rogers, A Spirit."
'ss Eldred To Address
years,
A
sound
and
is now president of
nati.
and color
Akridge 8.
Other survivors are a daughter,
production, the motion picture Methodists Hosts
Train 102 will leave Memphis the organization at the Barlow
Princetonian Serves In
ose And Garden Club
Center: Vinson 7.
Miss
Julia
Mae
Wadling
ton,
was
of
filmed
last summer on the For Union Service
at 7:20 a.m., arrive in Paducah at school. She has 'completed proGuards: Riley 2, Wigginton 14. U.
s
Detroit; three sisters, Mesdames Cavalry At Yokohama
s Mary Wilson Eldred will
K. campus and has for its ac11:15 a.m., depart from Paducah jects in clothing, frozen foods,
Union Thanksgiving services
C.
W.
iiest speaker at a meeting of
Rowland
,
Private
Clevelan
d
tors
First
Hayes
Class Charles L.
University students and
at 11:30 a.m. and arrive in Louis- canning improvement, housewill be held Thanksgiving Day
and J. N. Smothers, all of this Murphy, 19, son of Mr. and Mrs. Baptist Group
Princeton Rose and Garden ville at 5:20
faculty members.
To
p.m., making connec- keeping and junior leadership.
at 8:30 a. m. at Ogden Memorial
county.
at 7:30 p. ni. Thursday, DeMaynie Murphy, East Market
Present
tions with B./ & 0. 52, C. & 0. 24
plans
of
the Univer- Methodist Church,
The Caldwell County Farm BuMeet At Eddy Creek
conducted by
er 1, at the George Coon
Pallbearers were R. B. Tandy, street, is serving with the First
sity's Alumni Association call for the
and B. & G. 58.
reau did not sponsor a candidate
Rev. Harvey Tallent, pastor
The Caldwell County Associasy, it is announced. She will
Charles Lester, Price Lester, Cavalry Division which is stationthe establishment by next spring of
Information as to the time of for the title this year.
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Sunday School meeting
.-. on her recent tour of Eu- arriving
Aaron Cummins, Conway Lacey ed about 25 miles southwest of tional
of local alumni units in each of
•
and departing of the two
Church. Special music will be
will be held at Eddy Creek Bapand will present informsand
Yokohom
Ray
Martin.
a,
Japan,
it
is
announc
the
state's 120 counties. Ariproxi- furnishe
ed.
trains under the new schedule at
tist Church Sunday, November
d by the combined choirs
Princetonian To Attend
of interest on flowers and
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cememately 40 clubs already have
Pfc. Murphy's duty assignPrinceton will be available next
of the city's various Protestant
27, at 2:30 p.m. Speaker for the
tql.S, it was said.
tery.
been organized.
ment is that of ambulance drivState Planning Meet
week, it was said.
Churches. The public is cordially
meeting will be the Rev. Shirley
er. He is required to make a
A meeting of the Southern Asinvited.
De Bell. T1,ere will also be group
round
trip
ev. Callendar Leaves
of
miles
50
Fredon
each
ian
day
Is
Elected
conferences, it was announced. Former Governor Of
sociation of State Planning ComState Lets Contracts
taking sick soldiers to the hosAll Sunday School officers and Rotary In
or Methodist Meeting
mission, scheduled for November To State Baptist Post
New Loans Available
Kentucky
pital at Yokohama and returning
To Improve Two Roads
teachers and entire church memRev Joe Callender, pastor,
J. Holland Thomas, Fredonia, those who are well enough
29 and 30 at Louisville, will be
Dies
to be bership are asked to
Of
To
Cancer
Caldwell Farmers
f Ogden Memorial Methodist In West Kentucky
attend.
attended by Sam Steger, it is an- was elected State board member returned to duty, it was said.
Henry A. Taylor, Sr., 48, former
Applications for Farm Housing
Frankfort — (AP) — Contracts
arch, will leave Thanksgiving
of the General Association of
Kentucky district governor of loans are now being accepted by
y to attend a meeting of the totalling $1,040,766 for 51 miles nounced.
Baptists in Kentucky at the organ- PEP CHAPEL SET
Kuttawa Red Cross
Rotary International and well- Henry E. Brandon, Jr., Caldwell
ethodist Evangelistic Advance of road work here were awarded
ization's 112th annual meeting last
A pep chapel is scheduled for Workers Honored
known speaker in Western Ken- county supervisor for the FarmPhiladelphia, it is announced. Monday by the State Highway SEE KY.-TENN. GAME
week at the Crescent Hill Bap- 11 a. m. Wednesday,
November
Dr. T. L. Phillips, who has tucky, died at his home at Hen- er Home Administration,
v. Callender, who is district Department.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young tist Church, Louisville, it is an- 23,
it is
at Butler High School prior been Chairman of the
Red Cross derson Sunday of cancer.
announced.
: 7esentative of this area,
Federal and state money pro- and Mr. and Mrs. George Pettit nounced.
said
to the game with Marion, Chapter in Kuttawa, since
1923
attended the Kentucky-Tennessee
Taylor was one of the founders
This new F. H. A. program, as
meeting will last until De- jects included:
Thanksgiving Day. Talks will be has retired as Capter
Chairman, of the Committee for Henders
Lyon—Kuttawa-Princeton road, football game in Lexington Sater 2. District directors of
authorized by the 81st Congress,
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis is con- made by the coaches
on
and players it is announced. C. C. Molloy who and was
its first president. He enables farmers, who are unable
' -;elisni from the entire Unit- from near junction of Ky.-93 to urday. They spent Friday night fined to her home on account of and school
songs will be sung by has been Chapter Treasurer since
was director for the Committee to obtain credit elsewher
FOates, will be present, he Caldwell county line, 3.8 miles, in Harrodsburg.
illness.
e, to
the pupils, it was said.
1918, with the exception of three for Kentuck
y.
procure loans for the repair of
grade, drain a n d traffic bound
years,
also
resigned
.
Mr.
Molloy
He was a former managing edi- dwelling and other farm buildsurface, L. G. Arnold, Incorporathas also held the position of dis- tor of The
Henderson Gleaner and ings and will provide for new
ed, Eau Claire, Wis., $77,025. 0
omemakers Furnishing
aster chairman.
Journal and formerly was editor construction in some instances,
Projects financed by the twoit
At
the
annual
meeting
of the of the Central City Argus. Taylor was said.
eaders To Meet Dec. 1
Cent increase of the gasoline tax,
KuttaWa Red
Cross Chapter Spoke here about two years ago
onishing leaders of Caldwell all reconstruction and traffic
Brandon's office is located on the
Wednesday afternoon, Miss An- at a joint meeting of the
.,emakers clubs are to meet surface jobs included:
Prince- top floor of the Caldwell county
nette McClaran, Red Cross Field ton Rotary and Kiwanis clubs.
:10 a. M. to 3 p. m. Thursday,
Dublin-K
y.-58 road,
courthouse and is ope.) every da'y
Graves —
representative for Western Ken'mber 1, at the basement of 4.6 miles, J. D. Barter Construcex tpt Saor-day and Sunday
tucky,
presente
d
Dr.
Phillips
and
First Christian Church to stu- tion Company, Harrisburg, Ill.,
from 8 a. m. until 5 p. m.
Mr. Molloy with framed citations Local Seaman Trains
ture framing. Arrangements $103,059.
signed
Near
by
Harry
Hawaii
Truman,
an
HonIslands
tIle meeting have been made
orary Chairman of the National
William Louro Holloway, dam- Band Boosters To Elect
}tome Agent Wilma Vandiver. ATTEND BAPTIST MEET
Red Cross, and Basil O'Connor age controlman, third
class, USN, Officers In December
Rev. and Mrs. H. G. M. Hatter
who has been president of the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Lee . Officers of the Band
and Dr. F. M. Masters, all of the
I Named Chairman
Boosters
National Red Cross until recently. Holloway of Ill Ratliff
street, is Club will be selected at the next
First Baptist Church here, attendThese men were also present- serving aboard the seaplane
Coming Polio Drive
ten- meeting of the organization at
ed the 112th annual meeting of
ed with
Red Cross lapel der USS Curtiss, which Is one
of p. m. Thursday, Dr.cember 8, Mrs.
Appointment of Murray W. the General Association of Bappins because of their outstanding the units of Vice
I as 1950 March
Admiral Gerald C. C. Bishop, publicity chatman
of . Dimes tists in Kentucky at Louisville
,
service to t h e is community F. Bogan's Western
Task Force, onnouneed. Besides the election,
m for Caldwell County last week.
through the Red Cross.
now
training
bff the Hawaiian Is- tri" program will consist
.mnounced this week by Gabe
—
of a potA. B. Thompson was elected lands, according to
word received :uck supper and I concert. Mrs.
Taylor, chairman of the KenChapter
Return
Allen
chairma
s
Willia
n
m
to
succeed
Dr.
here.
k5 March of
Dollop
said
all
har.d boott4rs are
Dimes CommitPhillips. H. Ernest Yates succeedThe campaign for funds to From Overseas Duty
urgel to attend iht meetin,;.
ed Mr.,. Molloy as Chapter treas- AND DEDICA
TION
for infantile paralysis
urer .
Ps' 'Private First Class William Aland J. D. Merryman was
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wilson
starts January 14 and con- len, son of Mr. and Mrs, Thurnamed disaster chairman. Other were guests
Bicycles On Right
of Rev. and Mrs. J. P.
, s through January 31.
man Allen of Cobb community,
officers, service chairmen and Bright in
Springfi
Of
Road Is The Law
eld,
Tenn., last
is returning home for leave and
board members were also elect- weekend,
and attended "open
MENDS RETAIL MEET
Frankfor
re-assigmment after a 13-month
,t -- (AP) — Assistant
ed. Mrs. Evart Barnett will serve house" at the
manse of Mt. Den- Attorney General John
Dennis Hodge spent last Thurr- tour of overseas duty in Okinawa, WR
CARGO PLANE: View of cargo plane which crashed into a house while making
U. Kin
a ending as Chairman of the 1950 Cam- so n Cumberland
Presbyterian niard says bicycles are inclucli
and Friday in Louisville, according to word received here. at City Airport at Detroit, Mich., Saturday. Three persons were killed and three
injured, one ser- paign with Dr. Phillips assisting Church of which
here he attended a
the
Rev.
Bright
iously.
in
The
the
are:
dead
Pilot
Arthur
state
Army
at
law which requir
Dedee, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; co-pilot Gus Marrow, brother of one her. Mr. Shelly Dunn will
retail farm He enlisted in the
handle is pastor. Mrs. Wilson served as all
iPment meeting.
vehicles to travel on the
of the owners of the plant, and Harold Witzke, 36, who was in the house.(AP Wirephoto)
Princeton in 1948.
the publicity.
guest registrar.
'hand side of the road.

Two I. C. Trains
Resume Operations

U.K. Alumni Club
To Be Organized

Mrs. Wadlington
Dies In Detroit
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Little Chips

News From The Past

trying to sell the government on
a plan to sell itself to the People.
Mr. Straus is vice president.
Called "The Glass Curtain," it
is put forward as is eupplement to
the present plans for the city's
150th birthday celebration next
year. But it is also a plan for the
future. Presentation, Inc., officials
say "Washington must continue to
tell the story of democracy to the
people at home and abroad/ It
suggests that government agencies present their part of the
birthday fair within their own
buildings and that wherever possible the exhibits be linked with
the actual work of the agencies.
"We call the plan the Glass curtain because we feel it symbolizes

the Open relationship
eraey between
gevernmete
people, the luck of c• •

concealment," Mr. St...,
Arnie:lore,
presenting lives, hopis, dreams and
Presentation, 1CC., ess
;,,ost
,
count)
Caldwell
and
Princeton
ally a war time
wao made up the populace of
%vice'1
of
files
yelluwed
development,
the
up by the chief of the off.,,,7
40 years ago reeordeci nowhere but in
By J. S. 11.
as a regular Leader
A-Week Leader of those years will be published
Strategic Services, Gee, jj •
a bump
its the Princeton re"Enter into hasi, gat% W1412, November 1621 brought
feature. The articles are reproduced just
Donovan, to get
them.
speed:,
wrote
century,
Brad
the
of
*limn
turn
the
Governor
after
MISES OF
porters. short's'
across quickly to specific
thanksgiving and into his courts er crop,
McB.
R.
or
Mrs.
Colony
Now
1930.
Plymouth
13,
the
May
of
ford
unto
Butthankful
Lucille
be
operating
ptaise:
with
May 9, 1930. Miss
with ineey
the same personnel it
his name." dered a three-day feast of thanks
will be host ai her home
him, and bless
get, fol.
ASSOCIATION
termore left Uturaay morning for Clelland
MENIRIOR
giving.
Ideas
over
by means of
Psalm 100:4
Washington, D. C.,, as u delegate "Clarridge," North Jefferson and
• • •
'
• • •
pictures, photographs,
National Ited Cross con- Brown Sts., with a noon-day
From this three-day celebra- to the
lea, graphic arts of atmts ;sly
Thanksgiving Day, a legacy of
aunt
her
visit
luncheon Wednesday, May 14th,
of relig- vention. She will
various °the! media. It isAvis*,
the Pilgrims, is the most distinct- tion, and a similar day
Pittsburgh, Pa., on her return entertaining the Modern Priscilla
work'
on a
holi- ious thanksgiving held by the at
our
all
of
American
ively
presentation se,heme
will
a day for expressing
to ex- trip from Washington and
1623,
30,
July
on
guests.
Pilgrims
As its name implies, Thanksgiving Day is
cherished
Invited
training
few
1950
especially
a
is
and
It
Club
census taken;014
unprecedented advan- days.
be gone about two weeks.
our gratitude, publicly and privately, for the
pocket guide for service
because of the democratic ideals press thanks to God for a favor. • •
• • •
eel
that
weather
the
in
change
Eugene
able
tages we enjoy as American citizens.
its
of
Mr.
because
Germany.
and
May 13, 1930.
system it epresents,
13, 1930. Mr. and Mrs.
May
our
while
that
realize
prevented
to
and
stop
crop
we
-the
saved
of
thanks,
buildAs we give
Young, Princeton's veteran
religious significance as a time
freedom, more
Charles A. Udell and Mrs. Harof government is not flawless, it has bestowed more
thankfulness to God for our wholesale starvation, our modMo., are er, is at Red Boiling Springs,
Louis,
St.
of
than
Monroe,
people
riet
more
on
originated.
benefits
Day
more
ern Thanksgiving
happiness, more privileges and
blessings.
for a stay of several weeks.
• • •
pleasant guests at the home of Tenn.,
• • •
any other system of government in history.
HA many friends hope the curaCadPettit,
Bolivar
Mrs.
and
Mr.
just counting
The local postoffice, which is
Driven by religious persecution
tive mineral waters will be Of
r But Thanksgiving is an occasion for more than
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this book is unique not because ernment at work will be disaplis' army as an agent ,of Gen.
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T h e permanent secretariat
words, the era when almost anything could be sold at almost any
of the husband but because of pointed," Mr. Straus continues.
Lafayette.
building of the United Nations
W. A. Jousts-we
price asked is a dead dog. •
the wife. Politics aside, it is ex- "Only on Capitol Hill is the view
Two women became famous as
Preselmi
It is to the credit of retailing that it has dre and is doing all spies on opposite sides in the Civil in New York is 544 feet high, 287 ceptional Americana.
a clear one. Visitors see the
in its power to meet consumer desires. Retail sales in most lines War, the Union's Emma Edmonds feet long and only 72 feet wide.
In a devious and round-about House and Senate at work, both
are only moderately down from last year. At the same time, audit- and the Confederacy's Belle Boyd, The permanent home of t h e world, the author is a straight- in session and in committee hearors' reports from department stores, chain store systems, and other
who saved Stonewall Jackson's United Nations in New York City forward person. Married to a mas- ings.
representative retail outlets, show that, generally speaking, the army by giving him timely in- is expected to be completed by ter politician, she is fantastical"Downtown, most of the execuprofit earned per dollar of sales has declined, and is just about at formation.
ly unpolitical. She carries the na- tive agencies are seen only as
the fall of 1951.
the rock-bottom level. The reason for it is a simple one. Alert retive common sense of the mother marble palaces with a bronze
Allen Pinkerton and his famous
About 300,000 square feet of and Main-Street housewife into plaque here and there.
tailers, watching the public pay critical attention to the price tags, detectives ran an extensive spy
Building
glass is being installed in the per- the White House. The little things guards have orders to
have deliberately cut their profits in order to hold their business.
prevent
system for the Union army. PinkIt could only happen in a free economy, where there are no erton and his men became famous manent Secretariat building of you and I might not for the world tourists from taking pictures anyYork,
New
Nations
in
United
the
limits on competition, where anyone with the resources and the de- when they foiled a plot to assaswant told about ourselves, she where inside. Only the FBI has
sire can start a retail store. It could only happen, also, where mass sinate President Lincoln in 1861. making it the greatest propor- tells about herself. She does not an organized tour." "Presentation,
world.
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distribution has been developed to a very high state of efficiency, as Pinkerton after the war maindramatize herself. She is kind, Inc., a commercial outfit which
an essential partner of mass production. The idea, originally pio- tained a private detective agency.
generous, frank, impulsive, in- is the outgrowth of an important
•
neered by the chains and since adopted by all kinds of stores, that But out of his wartime organiza- promoting his little kingdom's genuous to a fault. You are con- war time government agency is
the sound way to run a retail business is to hold unit profits to a tion grew the U. S. Secret Service. foreign trade, and he found he vinced that she could not mismodest level in order to encourage and maintain a big total volume
Thomas Beach, an Englishman needed to know what was being lead you. ,
of business, is a typical American innovation. It has done much to who fought on the Union side in planned and plotted in the courts
You may like her very much,
give us our present-day living standards. —(The Kentucky Standard) the Civil War, spied for the Brit- of Europe.
or you may dislike her, but with
America about 600 years later this book she becomes as distincish in this country in the 1860s
and 1870s. His job was to keep has reluctantly set up a peace- tive and individual, and as differBritain informed of activities of time intelligence agency, partly ent from the usual White House
Irish agitators on this side of the for a similar reason—for guidance housewife, as was Abigail Adams.
This is the November Book-ofBy Shelby Pool
Atlantic, who at one time tried in playing successfully its new
Pedestrians — What are they? Turning to Webster we find: to invade Canada. With the alias role as a leader in world affairs. the-Month club selection.
Going on foot; performed on foot." Simple, isn't it. Yes, if you are on of Maj. Henri Le Caron, Beach
pined Irish-American societies,
foot you are a pedestrian whether you are in your front yard or on
Main street. If you are walking along Main you are in danger earned the confidence of fellow
every time you set a foot off the curb. Yes, you can't get around it, members and then betrayed their
because it is a proven fact that every time automobiles and pedes- plans to his employers. Beach's
type of work leaves a bad taste
Veins are in the same area, something is going to happen.
In 1947 there were 10,300 deaths caused by pedestrians being in the mouth of historians who
hit by automobiles. In talking with a number of people I find it true admire most wartime spies.
The Secret Service earned quite
that when you are driving a car you blame the man on foot for anything that is wrong. When you, the same man, are on foot, you a reputation as spy hunters durblame the man who is driving the auto. In either case, you won't ing the Spanish-American War,
breaking up one notable Spanish
take the blame yourself. You say "It wasn't my fault." Wasn't it?
ring in this country. The orThe way I look at it is this: Both the pedestrian and the driver syp
ganization also had charge of antiMeeting, and local civic creeps. By
it', the proudest bees of every Ameri•• .
are at fault. I will admit that here in Princeton I have seen a numsimsewast•eo""
ere
sabotage and anti-espionage work
can thst he'. "free as s bird." But
partkipating in union elections and
ber tot near accidents because a pedestrian didn't look where he was
how long can we Count on freedom?
stockholders' meetings. Thew are the
in the first World War. But since
going.
Just fayiag nod //sienna, that we're
rights we must ezerrise--er lone!
then it has had little to do with
On the afternoon of November 2, 1949, while moving down such activities. The Secret Service
free yon't keep our freedom for -It takes ISO
fall-ame citiMain street on my way home from work, a rather elderly man was is normally charged with, guardWe must work et it day after day-zens I. keep our democracy going-croasin,g the street right in the middle of the block. He didn't look ing the President and enforcing
by knowing election iimees and •oting
street
up or down the street—just walked on. We had to stop completely certain laws concerning the U. S.
in every election. Ily accepting jury
Ar• YOU a full-time citizon?
duty willingly. By taking part in Town
to keep from hitting him. It is a good thing we were driving less than Treasury, like catching counter20 miles per hour.
feiters.
You will find it safer to look first before you put a foot off the
The Federal Bureau of Investicurb. On the corner of Main and South Jefferson there is a definite gation had charge of counter-esdanger spot for pedestrians. I have seen some very near accidents pionage and anti-sabotage work
there. The reason—neither the drivers nor the pedestrians looked in the last war. It also extended
where they were going; both wanted to get there first. I also have its counter-espionage and intellihad people give me a sneering look if I "toot" my horn at them, or, gence work to Latin America for
"PirAKE a look—take a ride—and long, alluring, new 1950 Studebaker.
if I wait for them to cross, the auto behind me "sounds off."
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Trig the cheaper rougha
ges early in
the feeding period, and
plenty of
good legume hay thereaf
ter until
plenty of pasture is
available, it
may be possible during
mild winters to do a good job of
feeding
Without using any grain.
By
R. A. Mabry
Winter pasture and silage
save
both grain arid hay. Make
full
Washington —(AP)-- Cash inrequire
less
grain
than use of winter cover
p
crops and come of
By Dorothy Roe
Kentucky's farmers for
er livestock. Some Ken- permanent pasture that has made
Stars of the 1949 Christmas doll
the first nine months of this year
good
growth
in
success
the
fully carfall. Grass sil- fell
arks are
parade are so lifelike they would
more than $20,000,000 below
age has given excellent
fool even a mother.
results the figure for
rough the winter without
the corresponding
with sheep in Kentucky.
Feed a period of 1948.
in.
The newest edition of the baby
small amount of dry
roughage
doll cries, talks, breathes and has
The trend was no different in
grain may be needed dur- with it.
pregnancy and the early
an almost human skin in addition
Tennessee and Indiana, nor in the
Use specially built troughs
period. The most critical
to its earlier accomplishments of
and nation as a whole.
racks. Much feed, both grain
eating, wetting and blowing buband
is during the last three
Agriculture Department reports
rougha
ge,
is
wasted by not hay- show that cash
bles. So much like real babies are
of pregnancy. Ewes must i n g
receipts In Kenproperly
built feeders. tucky reached $341,25
these prima donnas of toyland
flesh at this time to pre7,000 from
Troughs and bunkers should
that little girls who own them
be January through September. The
Weis or pregnancy trouble.
so made as to prevent lambs
will hav.e sound training for fuor nine-month figure for last year
with good legume hay, Vs
sheep from getting into the feed was
ture roles as mothers.
of corn or its equivalent
$364,471,000.
with their feet or otherwise
beSimilar figures for Tennessee
grain) per day will genMommy's Baby, a startlingly
fouling it, and to prevent waste were
revent such losses. By us$278,394,000 and $306,829,lifelike baby doll, cries "mama"
of feed. Get plans from your 000;
for Indiana $651,216,000 and
with clear enunciation of syllacounty agent.
$751,576,000.
bles when the body or legs are
*NATI/.YOU MEAN
Don't feed grain to parasites.
Kentucky showed an increase
BALANCED HEAT IN
patted. This realistic baby cry is
Dose all sheep both ewes
youR 44ouSE?
and in receipts from crops. Last year
achieved by a plastic voice box
rams, with phenothiazine in No- the
Blue Grass farmers obtained
designed on the principle of the
ivE GOT PROPEREVDI vember or December, but no preg- $125,128,000 from crops
human larynx.
compared
TEMPERATURE IN
nant ewes should be dosed with- to
$139,420,000 in the correspondThere's a new kind of talking
EVERY ROOM...
in a month of lambing. Dose
ing
the
months of 1949.
doll which laughs, cries, coos and
THANKS TO MY
flock again in the spring after
Livestock receipts fell from
LENNOX HEATING
carries on an animated converse
MRS. HADLEY'S WEDDING BLOUSE: Mrs.
lambing. From May 1 through $239,343,000
SYSTEM!
Carleton S. Hadley tion by means of a phonog
during last year to
raph
selected this blouse of ice blue satin with a
September, keep the 1 to 9 $201,837,000
modified heart shape record concealed in the
this year.
body.
phenothiazine salt mixture conIn Tennessee, however, decline neck as part of her outfit in which she married Vice President When the key is wound
s Alben W. Barkley,
the doll
venient to the sheep in a feeder were noted
Friday, at St. Louis. (AP Wirephoto)
in both sources of
produces realistic baby talk for
especially built to protect it from income.
Crop receipts tumbled
several minutes.
the weather.
from $118.034,000 to $109,825,000.
The Dydee doll comes this year
Sheep infected with ticks or lice Livestock sales
equipped with a diaper can, and
fell from $188,should be dipped or sprayed with 795,000 to
$168,569,000.
a nurse's outfit complete with
PHONE 1141
DDT or other recognized dips.
The picture was the same for
rubber bloves for the small mothIndiana. Crop income fell from
er. Complete paraphernalia f o r
$185,841,000 to $169,145,000. Livemixing a formula also is availstock income was down from
able.
$565,735,000 to $482,071,000.
Little girls can now try out new
During September receipts from
hairdos on a new doll which
farm marketings were $36,592,000
comes with a home permanent
in Kentucky, $41,189,000 in Tenwave kit. A new kind of nylon
nessee and $87,214,000 in Indiana.
This little dithyramb will (I there were elections end this conhope) stir up controversy among vention to worry about, then,
Farm Haystack Fires
the old timers. It will concern the bingo, cold weather. And no more
weather. It will specilically con- fishing until next year.
Traced To Water Jug
There is likely to be another
Percy, Ill. — (AP) — Roy Mey- cern the fact that the winters are
erhoff theorizes that many farm not — definitely not — growing interesting result of this seasonmilder
as
some
people seem to able cold. The University of Kenhaystack fires can be traced to
tucky footballers have become
the old water jug. He got the think.
The observations are prompted accustomed to cooler weather.
idea while trying to find out
what caused his jacket to burn on by the first snows of winter which Now, this week-end, they journey
Dawson Road
his farm near here one sunny fell the same day I arrived back down to Florida to play the Uniin Louisville after spending a versity of Miami. If it should I
day.
•
He figured he had the answer week at the annual convention of turn hot down in the deep south,1
the
it
Nationa
might
l
Association of Radio
when he moved his hand past his
have an effect on the '
water jug near the jacket. The News Directors — and soaking players.
sun's rays focused by the jug — up as much information about
This did not prove to be the
like a magnifying glass—burned television news as was soakable in case recently when the Wildcats
New York, Baltimore and Wash- played the University
his hand.
of Florida
He believes many haystack fires ington.
at Tampa.
probably can be traced to the
One of the Washington papers
The U of K-Miami game is one We Do All Kinds of Mechanicommon practice of farmers leav- carried an editorial last week de- I'm going to watch
cal Work on Cars and Trucks—
with very
ing their jugs on haystacks while bunking the business of winters keen interest. Miami
has played a
they work.
growing milder. All of you know good schedule this year.
It is a
grizzled grey-beards who fondly hopeful for the Southeastern
conThe early Chinese invented a reminesce of "The Big Snow ference. And anyone who saw
the
primitive method of drilling oil. Storm of '97" or '63 or '82, or some University of Louisville-Mia
mi B. F. DILLINGHAM In charge
such year. The Washington paper game early this season
knows that
went to the weather bureau and the Orange Bowl boys
are a capathe commencement of its records ble aggregation.
to prove its point.
Got pretty far away from weaIt took the month of January ther,
St at Cleveland Ave. HOPHINSVILLE Phone 115
didn't we? One thing sure,
Call 2408 to Get Your
and
figured
average temperatures. it's apt to
Arnoki Ligon Truck Line
get a whole lot colder
(Inoorpoisted)
For the sake of conciseness, it
before
Contact
we're bothered again by
Car and Delivery
measured only every five or ten
unbearable heat! And won't it be
JAMES D. MASHBURN
years.
But
it's
researc
h
went
over
Phone 2016
wonderful to see spring agin! Or
Princeton, Ky.
a long period of time The conam I getting old?
clusion was firm. Some January's are colder than others. But,
by and large, they are just as Cuts Out Corn In
cold now as they were when Favor Of Pastur
e
Grandfather was a boy!
Otto Cann of Marshall county
This is going to step on someis cutting down sharply on his
body's toes — but Grandfather
corn acreage and increasing his
just thinks our winters are mildpasture program after his experer. The facts refute him. Maybe
ience of the past year. In 1948 he
there were some good big snow
seeded nine acres to Ky. 31 fescue
storms back in '97. Maybe the
and Ladino clover. Records careObio River did freeze over so
fully kept showed that he had
that the young folks went riding
$341 left from the sale of his seed
out on it in horse and sleigh.
crop after hiring all the work
We should like to remind
Grandfather that the Ohio River done and paying for other exdid a pretty good job of freezing penses The field this fall is makover just last winter. And it was ing an excellent pasture for his
quite an impressive sight to see beef herd, said Graham Wilkins,
those giant chunks of ice floating county soils assistant. In contrast
downstream on the swollen crest to this field, he had 35 acres of
of flood waters when an early corn which barely paid expenses.
thaw broke it up.
We've been blessed this year
BY ANNE MARY EAwLER
FIRE
with a lovely, warm autumn. It
was almost too warm much of
INS
URANCE
thanks
day,
this
Lord God, we give Thee
the time. But the crisp days are
Humbly, in our faltering way-here now. Cold days might be a
better and more accurate expresCALL Ill
Not with the graceful wordy arts,
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
sion if they continue.
But simply, deeply, with our hearts—
Complet
e
Insuranc
e Serv.ce
This may cause some strange
111 W. Market St.
As little children mindful of
things to happen. For one thing
A Father's broad and boundless love.
it has ruined the fall fishing season for at least one reporter. First
We thank Thee, Lord, for everything —
The shining miracle of Spring,
For green grass, cool and kindly rains,
Stars, and soft clouds in silken skeins.
For tall trees, patient and precise,
That point the way to Paradise.
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Fire Place Sets

Grates and Frames
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Hog Killing Supplies
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ERICA

The Great Smoky Mountains
National Park, on the North Carolina-Tennessee border, contain
more apecies of native trees than
in all of Europe.

When you want to:
Contact customers In

a hurry

Close an Important contract
Follow up new prospects
Speed up deliveries
It would be difficult to reckon the full
value of the
telephone to your business. A single call
may close a
deal worth hundreds of dollars—save
an expensive
trip—sign up a new account—or make
a friend for
your firm. Your telephone is a means of doing
more
businesa and doing it faster, better, more economi
cally.
When you consider the many different ways
it
serve* you, in comparison to the price you
pay, telephone service stands out as a real Bargain
in your
Business.
And its value keeps increasing as service become
s
faster and better and the number of customers
and
prospects you can call grows day by day.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

so much value ..

.. so little cost

illmitirt

We give Thee thanks for life's rich years,
For courage, and for cleansing tears,
For faith that builds us tall and strong,
For laughter, and the gift of song —
And most of all—that we are free
To bring our grateful hearts to Thee.

Dear Lord, we give Thee thanks for youth,
For trust and tenderness and truth,
For brotherhood—that we may tread
A peaceful earth, and break the bread
Of friendship with our fellow men;
Vile give Thee thanks for love.
AMEN.
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We pause to give thanks
to our friends and patrons
tor their splendid support
throughout the years.

Our Delicious

Egg Nog
Ice Cream
With Your

de•
Try
ster

erything from overalls to boxing
trunks. Brother and sister dolls
also are popular.
Whole miniature families a r e
available to tenant the elaborate
dew doll houses of the Iliac*,
some of which have electric lights
and modern architecture.

OBERLIN'S

. LUSBY CO.

ay
LI
er

Page Three
wig is used which is chemically
treated to withstand frequent
waving.
Portrait dolls, fasEionably costumed, are packed in shadow
boxes designed to be permanent
pictures on the nursery wall.
There's a considerable increase
in the number of boy dolls this
year. The juvenile enthusiasm for
cowboys has inspired a whole
crop of bronco-busting dolls with
ten-gallon hats and lariats. There
also are boy dolls dressed in ev-

Saul Pogrotsky
Harvey Moore
"Dot" Pogrotsky
Mrs. I. Z. Lewis
Marvin Pogrotsky

Sam Finkel
Mrs. W.Coleman
Mrs. L. Asher
Mrs. B. Newsom

THANKSGIVING DINNER

PRINCETON CREAMERY.
Dial 2063

Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents'

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Barber Has A Tonic,
But It Is For Trees
College Station, Raleigh, N. C.
— (AP) -- If you drop into John
Smith's barber shop at Brevard,
you can get a shave or a haircut
all right — but you might also end
up planting trees.
According to John E. Ford, forestry specialist for the State College Extension Service, Smith is
so interested in getting trees
planted in Transylvania County
that he has obtained a supply of
tree seedling application blanks
from the local farm agent and
distributes them to customers In
his shop.
Since he has been in business at
Brevard for about 40 years, Smith
has a pretty good idea as to which
of his customers have idle land
on which trees can be planted.

By Cynthia Lowry
The people who make automobiles have decided its about
time they paid some attention to
what women want in the way of
driving equipment. So they are
smiling eagerly at us and telling
us about what lovely colors you
can have the cars in. and how
dandy-looking are Scotch plaid
seat covers. Once in a while they
slip in a bit about eliminating the
clutch, so that the back of our
htgb heels don't get scuffed any
more.
As far as I am concerned, personally, they are barking up the
wrong tree. They've got to do
more than that to lure me into
buying one of these streamlined
gems. The reason I am driving
around happily in a car of Stanley Steamer vintage has something to do with the current state
of my bank balance. But even if
I had the money, I would take a
very dim view of buying a new

PEAK SCALPER
Louisville —(AP)— Most hockey players are good all-around
athletes, but one of the few
mountain climbers among them
is Alex Ritson, center for the
Louisville Blades of the U. S.
Hockey League. Alex makes his
home on Vancouver Island and
has climbed some of the tallest
peaks in the Canadian Rockies.

Car.

In the first place, they are too
low. Men must like to skim along
the road as close to the ground
as possible. I like to sit up and
have a feeling of space around me.
This is not entirely claustrophobia. You can get into one of these
modern jobs dressed neatly and
carefully pressed. After progressing two blocks, and emerging
from the car, your clothes look as
though they had been slept in.
That's because of the plush, the
upholstery and the size of the
doors. The doors are impressive,
slam noiselessly and all the rest
of it, but they are about as easy
to crawl through as an attic trap.
Once you get through the door,
the plush takes over, and drags
your skirt-in swirls around you.
Then you wiggle and tug until
you are exhausted, pull off buttons, pull out hems and generally
get into a mess.
That isn't all. It is quite impossible to wear anything more
decorative than a knitted cap on
your head. Those low ceilings.
The automobile makers ought to
know--surely they have wives
and daughters—that women like
to wear feathers in their hats, and
there isn't a small enough feather
in the world to fit into a modern
car.
A friend of mine with a big
new car that looks more like a
yacht than an automobile, solved
the problem by pegging down her
feathers to the brim of her hat
with a spring clothespin. This
worked out fine, except the other day she forgot to unlatch her
feather and made quite a sense-

ad
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Our used cars are thoroughly re.
conditioned and sold on a 50.50
guarantee basis. Trade with usto
get your do/tar value.

Hodge Motor Sales

"4-)17/00"lackpeietkapINIAVEWillWitleaaaWkaarataf
---

till leSK I --CENTER
KENTUCKY
ALABANA
AIM
team chosen
AP'S 1949 ALL-SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE FOOTBALL TEAM: Here is the 1949 All-Southeastern Conference football
for the Associated Press by coaches and sports writers. The backfield is composed of Eddie Price of Tulane, Travis Tidwell of Auburn.
UniverCharles Hunsinger of Florida and John Dottley of the University of Mississippi. The ends are Sam Lyle of Louisiana State
Holdnak
sity, and Bud Sherrod of Tennessee. At tackle are Bob Gain of Kentucky, and Paul Lea of Tulane. The guards are Ed
of Alabama, and Allen Hover of Louisiana State University. In center is Harry Ulinski of Kentucky. (AP Photo)

Christmas Is Just Around
The Calendar

LEA--TACKIJE
TULANE

tion at a formal afternoon party
withher clothespin. She blames
the carmakers for her embarrasment, and she's kind of bitter.
Men have a tendency to sneer
at my car, but every woman I
know would rather ride in it than
in her own chrome and veneer
job. In the first place, when I
rip a fender, knock off a bumper
or get into any other of those
routine situations which are the
other, uninsured fellow's fault,
all I have to do is have a new
fender, bumper or frontispiece
attached. The new-car owners
practically have to turn in their
cars for another one. Nowadays
they seem to make cars all in one
piece, and an accident to one
part means a whole new body.
This is pretty awful, particularly
when you don't want anyone to
know you've been embroiled in
an accident.
Finally, there's the business of

changing tires. Once upon a time
a lady who had a flat tire used
to pull up at the side of the
road, get out and look helpless
until some helpful, male Samaritan came along. If you have one
of those modern cars, even your
best helpless look abails nothing
—passing cars pick up speed to
put you behind them.
It takes special tools, hoists,
welding machines and the services of a half-dozen specially
trained mechanics to get at a
tire, not to mention that most of
it must be done UNDER the car,
wedged between the wheel and
the fender. They've had to invent
special non-puncture tubes for
tires so that the roads won't be
littered with abandoned cars.
Finally, although it's nice you
don't have to fool around with a
clutch anymore, they haven't
done a thing about making it
easier to park. Anyone knows
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FRIDAY, NOV., 25th
Santa Claus will be here at 2 P. M. with a gift for every little
boy and girl that comes to see him.

REMEMBER THE DATE

FRIDAY, 25th
PLACE-
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- - - And Cayce-Yost Is Ready
For Your Santa

Horse Radish Truck
Brings Tears Of Joy

Frankfort—Death takes no holiday in Kentucky where hunters
and fishermen are concerned, the
Division of Game and Fish believes, after having compiled a
list of fatalities for the first ten
and one-half months of 1949.
Up until November 15, according to the Division survey, 21 persons had been drowned, while 19
died of gunshot wounds. This
compilation includes only those
who drowned while fishing and
deaths from guns while the victim was either hunting or was
shot by a hunter. The Division
realizes that this list is not cornplete and suspects that as many
as a dozen other fishermen or
hunters may have lost their lives
while in pursuit of fish or game
during that period.,
In addition to the number killed outright, the Division has reports of many others being
wounded, some so seriously that
they will be crippled for the remainder of their lives. The compilation lists those persons who
wer killed or drowned in Kentucky and Kentuckians who lost
their lives while fishing in other
states.
The deaths occurred throughout
the state, but Kentucky Lake
claimed the greatest number of
drowning victims. According to
the Division statistics, seven persons lost their lives while fishing
in this great body of water. The
Ohio River claimed at least three
Kentucky fishermen, while the
remainder of the drownings
were from various sections of the
state.
Data for compilation of the Division list included only ten days
of the past quail and rabbit season. In addition to these ten days,
it included the past squirrel and
dove season. The Division points
out that the quail and rabbit
season opens on November 20 and
that the forty days of quail and
rabbit hunting in 1949 is apt to
increase greatly the list of those
who died from accidents whIle
hunting.
The Division declares that probably 90 per cent of accidents
could have been prevented had
those engaged in hunting and

Baltimore —(AP)— Baltimore's
only horse-radish truck has been
restored to its owner after 11 days
of intense gloom and mystery.
Harry Tulkoss, head of the Tulkoss horse-radish company, assumed the truck had been stolen
Ten days after its disappearance,
the tearful news was reported in
the press. Tulkoss expressed
amazement that police couldn't
get onto the scent. He suggested
that pedestrians whose eyes overflowed while passing a truck
call police.
Tulkoss was still amazed when
the truck tuthed up at a garage.
No thief was involved. The horseradish truck had been serviced
at the garage, which had picked
It up at night after Tulkoss' son
had parked it.
PRINCESS GETS BIKE
London — (AP) — Princess
Margaret has a new irridescent
green and gold bicycle. It is the
first bicycle to come out of the
first Coventry factory to be rebuilt after the World War II blitz.
The factory gave it to her.
Its hand-engraved head badge
of enamel took several months to
make. Princess Margaret in
thanking the makers said she was
taking the bike to Windsor Castle
where she hoped to get many
hours' use out of it.
fishing practiced faithfully safety
rules. In the hope of helping to
cut down the number of fatalities
the Division presents the "Ten
Commandments of Hunting Safety" with the hope that Kentucky's
nimrods will be careful rather
than sorry.
The commandments follow: I.
Treat every gun with the respect
due a loaded gun. 2. Carry only
empty guns, taken down or with
action open, into your automobile,
camp and home. 3. Always be
sure that the barrel and action
are clear of obstructions. 4. Be
sure of your target before you
pull the trigger. 5. Always carry
your gun so that you can control
the direction of the muzzle, even
if you stumble. 6. Never point
your gun at anything you do not
want to shoot. 7. Never leave your
gun unattended unless you unload it first. 8. Never climb a
tree or fence with a loaded gun.
9. Never shpot at a flat, hard surface or the surface of water. 10.
Do not mix gunpowder and alcohol.

women drivers don't have trouble
shifting gears (we just don't do
Liver oils from the fresh-water
that very often). Our problems fish called the burbot yield sevare in parking—I'd as soon try to en to eight times more in vita
maneuver a truck with trailer as mins than cod-liver oil.
get one of these land schooners
in a smallish curb space.
Please, Mr. Automaker, just let
a housewife get in there and help
you engineers design a car—and
let the color of the car be any
old thing at all.

COME IN AND
SEE'EM

Princeton Mills

•0'

Toys -Toys -Toys

Cayce - Yost's Complete Sporting
Goods Department Gifts for all ages
in all sports. Shop us first and your
worries are over.
DaakaargVV4CWAE-K-K-KtCbtK-tctvctCtCttrtCtCtctvi'w,t'
Furnishings For The Home - Furniture - Electrical Appliances at the
Appliance Center. You are sure to
find a gift for the whole family.

Housewares

A gift that is always tops from tie
balcony at Cayce-Yost. Wonderful,
modern houseware and a gift at anY

miss HoP'
to
v And say - kids and grownups too - don't Parade
kinsville's Gigantic, Super Colossal Christmas
Tuesday, December 6th - - - Nothing like it has ever
9 been held in West Kentucky. 20 Giant Balloons, Five
Bands, Floats, Candy for all the kids --- Don'tMissIt!
tictvctrctl-ct4NrctItcwctorctvoctictoctroctocl

MIKE&IKE
ARE SQUARING
AWAY AT
OUR STORE

tmtct(tct-ctetctc4tCt(tVC-CctcfctoctctCtct4INSMCVONta

When infectious eoryza (commonly called "colds")hits your
flock, check it quickly with
Dr. Salsbury's Ar-Sulfa. It's
easy to use Ar-Sulfa
in the flock's water.
And bird'. usually
show improv(ament
in just 48 hotirs.
Ar-Sulfa is economical, too. Ask for
Ar-sSulfs.
WOOD DRUG STORE
PIIINCWTON, KT,
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e Rearing Of Johnny
By David Taylor Marke
Until recently, there was an
prevalent in most humes that
was mother's duty to look atthe physical, spiritual and
•ital development of junior,
it was Dad's problem to
the food, clothing and
eeIy
family.
elter for the
parentBut attitudes regarding
have changed, says the NeAssociation.
al Kindergarten
esent-da9 parents realize that
child's character growth is
vigorous under the direc,( what someone has called
'Unified Firm of Dad and
other, Incorporated.' 130th par• ' lives, too, are enriched when
yier they share their sons'
laughters' lives from the beDad, who in the past uspaid little attention to his
— after babyhood —
they were at the companage, missed a lot of
• while fun. He discovered
te that he could not suddenvelop a happy, satisfying
iieship with adolescent sons
iughters. Frequently he lost
completely, and Dad was to
children like a stranger—to

It is impossible to sat,!y the hunger of fire.
%et, 90% of the homes
are
this country
protected
adequately
uy insurance tod ay.
Whether we have insured you or not, check
your policies with us today.

the tragic loss of both children
and father.
Today's understanding father
realizes that there should occasionally be an opportunity, free
from the restraining presence of
the rest of the family, when son
or daughter may discuss with
him things close, to childish
hearts. Together tlity find such
occasions and these prove to be
to them, the means for building
rewarding, father-child relationships.
One young father, says the Association, takes frequent hikes
with his son. While these seem
casual, they were actually planned *hen brown-eyed Jerry was
small, and have been faithfully
continued. "As we walk, 'Skipper'
asks questions and we discuss
the week's personal happenings
as well as what is going on in
the world," he said. "Gradually
we acquire new capacities for
friendship, understanding and
learning."
Through conversation young
thinkers may be taught the true
values in life. Fathers, as well as
mothers, ought to learn to be
goodjisteners. A child needs to
build his experiences into a
meaningful whole. To do this Dad
should play a leading part, since
it is important to have a masculine as well as a feminine pattern
to follow. He can do much to
stimulate new interests, for usually he has outside contacts.
Mother's tendency toward overprotectiveness is balanced by
Dad's inclination to direct children toward activities involving

lifiKambvamm
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PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

WALKER HAS IT

The New

Parker "21" Pen
$5.00
WALKER'S DRUGS
and JEWELRY
Dial 321.1

AERO
CYANAMID
For Weed Control In
Mont Beds

waila

Lamb-On-Posture

Problems Of The
Adopted Child

Contest Extended

By David Taylor Marke
The adopted child and his par.
ents have been the subjects of,
considerable discussion and study.
"Yet, not enough has been
done about the problem," say:,
Roberta Andrews, Assistant Director of the Spence-Chapin
Adoption Service.
Frequently, she says, a child
is adopted by a man and wife
irfter unsuccessful attempts to
have a child of their own or to
replace a child of their own who
has died.
"The fact that a child is not
the real offspring of parents is
no reason why the child can
not be genuinely loved," she
Haessler, 'of Oldenburg,
says. As a matter of fact, in ENVY OF THE FRAULEINS: Sigrid von
some 3,000 marriage pro.
many instances adopted chil- Germany, sits at a desk piled high with
parts of the world since
dren, espedially when adopted Posals she says she has received from many
(True). And in a
young, are loved with the same her photograph appeared in a U. S. magazine
the ranks -of eligible men she is the
warmth, tenderness and pride as countr where war de leted
envy of other German girls. In fact, they are a bit impatient over her
"own" children would be.
They want her to pick one and turn
"In our endeavor to make sure delay in making up her mind.
doctor's assistant, actress
that the parents are right for the the others over to them. Sigrid, a former
in Czechoslovakia, was married once bechild, we may have seemed ov- and dancer who was born
erly long in making selections," fore to a naval officer. (AP Wirephoto)
she continued. "But our case
striped suit and navy blue top
workers and supervisors are anx- Sisters Win State
coat. She also made a wool suit
ious to insure the happy and com- 4-H Championships
for
her aunt, trousers and shirts
fortable surroundings a child
Miss Barbara Ellis, 17, of Boyle for a little brother, and then alshould have.
county, has been named state tered eight garments, in addition
"Most adoption services are
sewing. She has
anxious to have couples of ma- 4-H club champion in clothing, to doing other
served as a junior leader of
also
all-expensean
winning
thereby
We
adopt
turity
children.
want
younger 4-H club girls.
men and wives with ability to paid trip to Chicago from No- 32
A senior in high school this
think of others as well as them- vember 28 to December 2 to atyear, Miss Ellis plans to attend
selves. We want them to be warm tend the National 4-H Club Conthe University of Kentucky in
and friendly, to possess qualities gress. She is the second member
the fall of 1950.
of love, an ability to love the of her family to win that honor,
adopted child as their own and her sister, Jewell Deane, having
The most important part of nawith an understanding of the been clothing champion t w o
tural gas is methane, also known
crises involved. We want people years ago.
as marsh gas, consisting of carbon
who have worked out a good marDuring the past seven years, and hydrogen.
riage. In essence, we are looking Miss Ellis has made 134 garments
for lifetime homes for our chil- valued at $987 for herself and
dren."
members of her family. This year
One of the first questions chil- she made a three-piece wool cosdren ask is where babies come tume for herself consisting of a
from, she says. "In answering the
child, it is essential to show that means so much to the feeling of
HOPKINSVILIF
father and mother not be relat- security he needs," she says.
One argument often advanced
ed by blood to start a family and
neither do the off-spring. Don't against telling a child he is
gloss over the facts of human adopted, says Andrews, is when
birth, but emphasize the fact that the child throws up to parents:
the child was 'specially chosen' "You're not my real mommy and
because he was wanted. Tell him daddy!"
Should you be hurt by this
the story of how he was adopted
aed how much happiness he has seemingly ungrateful retort? "Not
brought to you, as parents. This at all," she says. "Rather, it is one
justification for our anxiety to
some risk.
select parents of maturity and
A wise father avoids being the understanding. The wise parents
know-it-all type of parent. He would realize that this is only
Women's Weal
encourages all progress, both the angry retort of a child who
4
mental and physical, especially imagines a hurt. He does not
"Not More, But Betthe right of his children to think mean it."
' for themselves. At all times must
This whole problem of adoption
ter Merchandise"
, your child feel Dad will under- is so vast, says. Roberta Andrews
for
trouble,
stand when he is in
that the Spence-Chapin Adoption
exclusively yours
then he needs a friend more than Service has scheduled a luncheon
(Incorporated%
at any other time.
conference at the Ritz-Carlton for
If Daughter and Son know they November 15.
are approved and appreciated by
the most important persons in
the world, it will give them confidence and ability to build other
genuine relationships. If they are
unnoticed by a dad who is "too
busy," they feel a loss of security.— a hurt and wonderment that
may leave a scar throughout
their lives. On the other hand, a
rewarding relationship between
mother and children is a step. ping stone Worn childhood's dependence into happy and independent adulthood.

wicarson

The 1949-50 Kentucky lamb-onpasture contest Is announced from
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky. Its purpose is "to demonstrate the most profitable practices in lamb production and
thereby create greater interest in
sheep-raising." Emphasis is placed
on the number of pounds of lamb
produced per ewe and on economy of production through finish
ing the lambs on pasture.
The contest includes individual
flock competition on a state-wide
basis, flocks to range in size from
20 ewes up. There also will be
competition among counties. See
a county agent for details.
In addition to cash awards,
there will be bronze certificates
for farmers who produce a flock
average of 100 to 109 pounds of
lamb an ewe; silver certificates
for flock-owners producing 110

and excavation
“in
Den
to 119 pounds of lamb an ewe,
and gold certificates for owners work on the permanent home of
of flocks which produce 120 the United Nations in east-pide
pounds or more of lamb an ewe. Manhattan cost about $750,000.
_
Entries may be made through
VIM' WANT EXTRA TIME
December 31.
TO READ COMIC BOOKS
Five hundred and one flocks in
BEFORE SCHOOL-'
32 counties were entered in this
THENDRINK LOTS OF
year's contest, according to RichGOOD MILK FROM
ard C. Miller of the college. WinPRINCETON CREAMERY
ners will be announced at the
Farm and Home Convention in
THAT EXTRA ENERGY
Lexington in January.
IT GIVES YOU WILL GET

Beware Coughs
From Common Colds
That HANG ONbecause

Creomulsion relieves promptly
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsioo
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.

CREOMULSION
Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis
for

CAPITOL 141ie
PedeTHANKSGIVING SHOW
Ted9orEciereAg9

THURSDAY

SMASH MUSICAL HIT
OF THE EXCMNG
vk
JAZZ ERA/

and

FRIDAY
•
Open at 1:00 P. M.
Continuous Show

Added Treats:
BUGS BUNNY in
"High Diving Hare"
Cartoon in Color

Anne REVERE
Shari ROBINSON
with

ALAN MOWBRAY
STANLEY RIDGES
HENRY O'NEILL

"MR. WHITNEY
HAS A NOTION"
M-G-M Miniature

Admission
12c & 40c

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

SUN.& MON., NOV.27 - 28

SATURDAY

ATTENTION

Hopkinsville Rd.

Phone 2053

Burley Tobacco
Growers

A HOT TIP ON THE LAFF DERBY —
HOPE'S GOT THE DOPE... and it pays off in riotous

fuN
REALLY GREAT..,
T.:CAUSE IT'S TRULY REAL!
AThD

The Hopkinsville Burley
Tobacco Board Of Trade
— Wishes to Announce —
Beginning Monday, November 28th, the
Hopkinsville Burley Tobacco Market Will open
with

YOU TO SCHOOL IN
HALF THE TIME'

Bob HOPE
Lucille BALL

with MART

PAIGE
NORfiN NASH
TED DONALDSON
JANE DARIVELL

in

PLUS! 2.ND FEATURE

IT'S A KNOCKOUT!
...for laughs, lore
mod romance!

TWO (2) SETS OF BUYERS AND
GOVERNMENT GRADERS

with

This will double our selling capacity and
enable us to give growers the service to which
they are entitled.

No.I he Choice of EngineV-8Types,
or six-cylinder engin*

of
Only Ford gives you a choice
design.

Sell your Burley tobacco on the oldest establishe4 market in Western Kentucky.
All Burley floors are now open to receive
tobacco.
your

No. 1 In Sales Gains!

figures show July•August Ford
Latest license r•getrotion
April, whereas all other trucks arst
Truck sales up 31% over
down 5%.

No.1 In Experience1

that 2,003,153 Ford trucks On the
Latest registrations prove
truck years of sosperience
road hove marked up 18,367,865
no other truck.
.. a record *quailed by

No.1 In loom life!data on 6,106,000trucks, life InsurUsing latest registration
Trucks all longer.
ance sosperts prove Ford

No.1 In Vol..?

for you. Over 150 models' Up*
Ford hos the one right truck
new
-eights- In trucking! Two
14X hors•powerl The only
Built
hg Jobs, They're Bonus

LESS BECAUSE
FORD TRUCKS COST

Moss, Heltsley, Frankel

WILLIAM
LION

BRUCE

DEMAREST • CABOT

rif.a
101

ELSE

Added Joy!
COLOR COMIC
TRAVELTALK
NEWSREEL

Pool Lees • Mary Jane Soundiors

ERROL • KIRKWOOD • KNOX
PLUS! NO. 14 "BATMAN"

TUES.& WED., NOV.29 - 30
piiVt97b

-.-fiforyorffemf.4)

McConnell's Burley Floor

THUR.8t FRI.
DEC. 1-2
Imismor
LAW 11110 OIDER
STOPPER Till
SIDE Of
EL

C. W.Young & Co.
Butler's Loose Floor
Hancock, Cooper, Harton
Farmers' Loose Floor
Planters Exclusive Burley Floor

Plus

WALT DISNEY COMIC
OlinnennlinninnninninnWlingennInnW..10101,,,,,
OnM

These Short Units! •
COLOR FEATURETTF

John PAYNE '
Gail RUSSELL
Sterling HAYDEN
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SION' HALF.SIZE DRESSES
HOW TO EAT MILK
"ILLUSION"
Berkley, Calif. — (AP) — Some
Holland Thomas, Mrs. Neil Hannutrition but
ley, Mrs. Will Gillihand, Mrs. people need milk for
for various reasons can't or won't
Dock Baker.
No. 8115
sity of CaliSending gifts were: Mrs. W. M. drink it. A Univer
t found that
Bolero beauty... with the
Young, Mrs. Herman Brenda, fornia research projec
into the
Mrs. Madge Riley, Mrs. Arlie powdered milk mixed
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slim effect that is MARTRA
Vinson, Mrs. John Rice, Mrs. M. dough of whole-whea
makes the bread more nourishing.
F. Rice and Mrs. Talley Baker.
MANNING'S signature!
, less crumbly,
Mr. Faughn is a member of the stay fresh longer
and better for toast.
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Claus Department
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At The Churches
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Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS
PRINCETON CREAMERY

FOR SALE!

We 9ftifile2fitti To See
Wle Vela

A good farm 2 miles from Princeton
on good black top road. A real home
with six rooms and a new dwelling
with three rooms. Nice stock barn.
Has tobacco base. This is a good 80
acre farm. Price $9500.00

Dawson Road

PERFECTION
ELECTRIC RA-- NGE

Other Farms and Houses For Sale!
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

Modern Beauty
Outstanding Features
Unequalled Performance

Fashion byline
for shorter women ...

Eldred Hardware Co.

Awfaif

/.

SHOES

28 DIFFERENT STYLES
ODD LOT

CASUALS

Waist-low bolero, multi.

banded skirt for a tall look.
Empire rayon crepe in

From 1 to 6 Pairs of a Kind
In Black, Brown and Green Suede Only
•

black with white or pink;

•

to

blue. Proportioned sizes,
123i to 2.0%.

•

NOW ONLY

295

navy with white or powder

4204

All Sizes Are In The Lot
1 2, 5 and 51/2 Predominate
But 4/

495

Salon-styling...

As a token of friendship,
buy a box of

FORMERLY $5.00 TO $12.95

Budget-priced!

Belle - Camp
Also A Few Pair Of

Candy

LEATHER STYLES
HI-HEEL ONLY
Broken Sizes - Mostly AAA and AAAA Widths

195

to

495

Formerly $8.95 to $14.95

19

66
Ladies' Store
Exclusivq
ville
The
pkins
Ho

Gu4irant.od by
Good HoutoktopIng

t quality
These candies are made of the fines
ing their
ingredients and careful skill used in creat
them the one
distinctive flavors have long made
gift to express your sweetest thoughts.

•
Corner Drug Store

Odter Martha Manning Or

Ovint $S OS

As nun In Woman's Horns Companion

"We Deliver"
Phone 3404
•"Princeton's Finest Deportment Store"

hon,.'s
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reclonia News
C. A. Walker, Mr.
MI and
Mrs. John Cox, Mrs. Florence
and Miss Dorothy Parr were
is of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
siker in the Chapel Hill cornunity Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Amine Fuller spent a few
last week with Mr. and
ss. Allen Fuller in Bowling
reen.
Harry Parr, of Blue Springs,
has returned home af ter
1g last week with his
:nother, Mrs. Florence Parr
j aunt, Miss Dorothy Parr.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Corley and
Limes Reeves, of Kansas
'to, have been guests durweek of Mi. and Mrs.
York, Mrs. Corley being
here by the death of her
Mrs. Bell Stem-bridge.
ind Mrs. Clifton Rowland

Homemakers News

and daughter, Cindy,
Princeton,
were Sunday guests of her
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Lewis.
The little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Cruce has been
dismissed from the Riverside hospital, Paducah, where she
spent
some time as a polio victim.
Mrs. Ethel Guess and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Flay Guess of Princeton, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Dock
Baker a short time Sunday after,poon.
vMrs. Dock Baker and children,
Joyce Nell and Buddy, were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Prul McGee in Eddyville Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. ,1. E. Boone returned home
from Evansville Sunday afternoon. She had been at the bed- PA EUP AS H I T ED MICHIGAN: In the center of this pileup is Ohio State Fullback Fred Morrison
side of her husband at St. Mary's (arrow) who went over from the one-yard line in fourth quartet for a touchdown which brought a
7-7 tie with Michigan. Two Ohio State players identified: James Hague (80), end; and Dick
Schnittker (93), end. For Michigan: Lloyd Heneveld (61), guard; and Walt Teninga (42), back. Ohio
State tied Michigan at game in Ann Arbor, Mich. (Nov. 19)(AP Wirephoto)

out front
in the fall
fashion parade
SHOES
LASTING QUALITY
IN EVERY DETAIL
Not just shoes but Vitality shoes•of-beauty I
Styles with a fresh look that says
"Fall '49!" Rich autumn coiors to set off
your costume perfectly' Divinely comfortable in every heel height! And..,inside
and outside.. lasting qualay in every
detail' Come...try...choose yours today!

Complete Range of Sizes and Widths

or Said

$1095 • $1195 • $1295
And Vitality Open Road Siva
for Outdoor and Campus
IVear •$7.95 • $8.95

ENCY

hospital, since Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore visited
J. D. Dunn, who is a patient in
Dyer Clinic, at Kuttawa, Sunday
afternoon.
Brenda Joyce Donaldson, little
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dud
Donaldson has returned home
from Riverside hospital, after
spending several weeks there,
having received a broken leg and
other injuries when she stepped
in the path of a car on the streets
of Fredonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarenoe Keist,
of Dongola, Ill., and Mrs. T. 0.
Young, of Princeton, were Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. Nellie
E. Bunton.
Mr. J. E. Hillyard and Mrs. Cecil Brasher were in Evansville
Wednesday buying Christmas articles for the Hillyard store.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess,
Mrs. J. B. Sory, Miss Dora Young,
Miss Imogene Wigginton and Miss
Ada Leeper spent Sunday as
guests of Rev. and Mrs. L. Layman at their home in Smith
Grove.
W. M. Young and Paul West attended a hardware Convention in
Louisville Wednesday through
Friday.
Mrs. C. H. Brocluneyer, Sr., has
been quite ill at her home here
for the last week.
.
Miss Frances Young and Billy
Sam Young attended the Fall
dance at the Columbia Military
Academy, Columbia, Tenn. They
spent the week-end as guests of
Lt. Cadet Johnie Sharp.
Coy Moore, Jr., spent the weekend in Louisville. ,
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Wilson Sunday were: Dr.
Power Wolfe, Charles Wolfe,
Princeton; and Mrs. William
Hodge, of California.
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
Beulah Howerton were guests of
Mrs. Marion Van Peli, in Marion,
,Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Jess Bryant, Mrs. Paul
Moore and daughter, Bonita,
Princeton; and Mrs. Lee Burklow
were dinner guests of Mrs. Coy
Moore Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wheeler
visited her father, J. E. Boone,
Friday. Mr. Boone is a patient in
St. Mary's hospital in Evansville,
having submitted to an appendectomy there. His condition has
been quite serious, but latest reports are very favorable.
The regular meeting of the
Legion Auxiliary met with Mrs.
W. B. Conway Monday night,
Nov. 21. After the regular routine of business, plans were made
for sending Christmas packages
to Outwood hospital within the
next few days.
D. 0. Boaz was called to Louisville Tuesday by the death of his
brother-in-law, Thomas Owen,
who passed away Tuesday morning at the Kentucky Baptist Hospital. He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Flossie Boaz Owen, formerly of Fredonia; two daughters,

A weekend
at the
BROWN
is fun!
Isn't • Fall

weekend at The Brown
Just what you and your "better half"
reniiy need?
1 ou'll both get•lift from the sparkle
and zest of Louisville-in-the-Fall. . • •
You'll have•wonderful time shopping,
going to the theater and the famous
Bluegrass Room,or just taking it easy.
• •.And we know you'll enjoy our five
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Sandlick Road

Beef Tasters End Up
With Tongue In Cheeks

This is such beautiful weather
we are having for this time of
year. The hunting season is here
and the poor little rabbits and
birds had better take cover. We
country people hope you town
people will not be too careless
and remember there are cows,
horses and pigs in the fields as
well as wild game. They all cannot wear red caps and jackets.
And please leave a few rabbits
and quail for seed.
You would think the Sandlick
road was the "Great White-Way"
now. All the houses are so brightly lighted and before too long
beautiful Christmas trees will be
shining from front windows. It
is wonderful that we can do by
just pushing a button.
Lebanon homemakers have
purchased the old school house
and plan to use it as a comrnunity center. They hope to have
entertainments there,
many
where we have pleasant memories. Most of us and our children
received our education there and
we do not want to see it destroyed.
The first program planned to
be held in the school house is
an old fashioned barn dance. We
need some furniture and persons
who may have anything to donate to furnish the building are
requested to contact Miss Vandiver at the Caldwell County
vourthouse.
Mike and Ronnie Ladd and
Billy Morse went hunting this
week and got three rabbits and
a quail.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Ladd ate
Sunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gus of Gory
Ind., spent two weeks here visit-

Davis, Calif. — (AP) — You
would think that 26 experts all
sitting around tasting roast beef
would develop definite opinions
on the subject. However, that
many at the College of Agriculture recently sampled rib roasts
from three different kinds of cattle and said at the end it was a
good dinner. Competing for taste
and tenderness were rib roasts
from Herefords, Brahma and
Braford cattle. The last is a crossbreed.

Mrs. Nellie Heald, San Francisco,
Mrs. Norah Brooke, a son, William Owen, both of Louisville.
Funeral services were held at the
Schoppenhorst's Chapel Thursday
at 2 p. m. Burial was in Resthaven Memorial Park, Louisville.
He was a native of England, a
shoe maker by trade, specializing
in making foot gear for crippled
children, having done extensive
work for the Kosair Crippled
Children Hospital. The deceased
was 79 years old. Mr. and Mrs. Duke Beavers
have returned to their home in
Detroit, after spending a few days
here with Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Blackburn, Mrs. Allie Bugg and
other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. H en s on
spent several days in Paducah
with their daughter, Mrs. George
Johnson, and Mr. Johnson, being
called there by the serious illness
of their son, Bradley Henson,
who underwent surgery at the
Riverside Hospital Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Rogers and
sons, Donald and Larry, were
Sunday guests of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. H. Sullenger, Tolu.
Mrs. Milton York attended funeral services for Mrs. Bell Stembridge Wednesday at the Blackburn church in Crittenden county. She served as a flower girl.

BIRD REPORT PLANNED
Cincinnati, Ohio — (AP) —
Chances are the Kernsies report
never will become as familiar to
the general public as the Kinsey
'report, probably because the former deals with birds, not humans.
Emerson Kernsies, local ornithologist and biology teacher in
Cincinnati public schools, for several years has been carrying on
field work on the distribution of
migrating and breeding birds in
Southwestern Ohio.
ing relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. E. French visited
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lands at St.
Louis this week-end.
Mrs. Vergil Phelps, Cash Grey,
Pollard Thompson, Glen Owens,
Vernon Taylor and Clinton Perry
attended the business meeting of
the club at Mrs. Howard Pickering Friday night.
Mrs. Klon Pickering and Mrs.
Bill White called on Mrs. Tilford
Ladd Saturday.
Mrs. Tillie Pickering visited
Miss Icla Scott one day last week.
\ve all feel the loss of our dear
pastor, the Rev. Z. Cannon. No
one can ever fill his place in our
hearts, for to know Brother Cannon was to love him. Lebanon has
lost a fine pastor and Heaven
has gained a dear Saint. May we
all strive to be what he prayed
we would be. And may God bless
and lead his wife and children
and keep them in their sorrow.

Otter Pond .
How to "Select and Hang Pictures" was the major project given by Mrs. H. C. McConnell and
Mrs. Ray Martin at a meeting of
the Otter Pond club Tuesday,
November 15, in the new CornInunity house. Hostesses were
Mrs. Kelly Martin and Mrs.
George Martin, Jr..
Also at the meeting, Mrs. L. B.
Sims, president, told the 25 members and eight visitors present
that the Kentucky Farm and
Home Improvement Program is a
new approach to the University
of Kentucky Extension Department's work in that it includes
the entire family. The purpose of
the program, she said, is to assist
families in planning for farm improvement and reaching these
improvements. T h e recreation
period was directed by Mrs. Kel
ly Martin.
Members present were Mesdames Lucille P'Pool, Lee Mashburn, Guy Shoulders, Albert
Hartigan, Moscoe Mitchell, Hyland Mitchell, Jim Mitchell, Raymond Stroube, homer Mitchell,
L. B. Sims, Jr., Thomas White,
Kelly Martin, George Martin, Jr.,
Bernice Jones, Jimmie Mitchell,
L. B. Sims, Sr., Ramey Johnstone,
H. C. McConnell, Ray Martin, Collin Ladd and William Crawford.
Others were Misses Irene Mashborn, Robbie Sims and Dorothy
Ferguson. Visitors were Mesdames Marvin Stallins, Bill Palmer, K. I. Vick; of the newly organized Dawson Road club, and
Mesdames Cannie Crawford, Wil-

K. Crawford, Bob Crocker, L. 11,th MONICA EXCHANGED
W., iongton — (AP) -- Richard
Sims, Bobbie Martin and Derece E. Volland, 19, bought a harmonica. Some of the notes sounded flat
Mitchell.
to, him so he took it back. The
store wouldn't do anything about,
‘
Quinn
It. Volland went to court.
The Quinn Hornemakera club
Judge George D. Neilson re
met with an unorganized group at
quested him to play the harinoni
Mrs. Roy Massey's Monday, Noca. He did. Judge Neilson said it
vember 14, it is announced.
sounded pretty bad.
Devotional was read by Miss
"Let's have another try," he
Towery and prayer was led by
said. Volland obliged. The judge
Mrs. Ida Wilson.
said it still sounded bad. He gave
Nine' members answered roll
the store two weeks to make good,
call with something to be thankor else.
ful.
How to select- and use pictures SALARIED TOE
was studied by the group. PicNew York — (AP) — Be•
tures should not only say some- Agajanian, kicking specialist of
thing, they should do something the New York Giants of the Nato an individual.
tional Football League, receives a
Present were Mrs. Lenoth Hop- bonus of $25 for each field goal,
kins, Mrs. Joel Boitnott, Mrs. Roy $5 for each point-after-touchdown
Tayloe, Mrs. Clifton Crenshaw, and $5 for each kickoff into the
Mrs. Rayburn Seymour, Mrs. end zone. The placement expert,
Medley Horning, Mrs. Ray Tayloe, who lost the toes on his kicking
Mrs. Roy Massey, Mrs. Clyde foot some years ago in an elevator
Coleman, Mrs. Marlin Sigler, accident, is happier than Coach
Mrs. E. P. Traylor, Mrs. Roosey Steve Owen about this year's
Roberts, Mrs. Bertus Dunbar, high-scoring Giant team.
—
Mrs. Garner Eskew, Mrs. Alva
The
next
meeting
will
be
held
Villines, Mrs. Ida Wilson, Mrs.
Roy Traylor, Miss Alta Towery. at Mrs. Alva Villines, December 12th
Its

F. Ferguson, W. S. Denham, L. R.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Phone 2441
Established 1907
"Not For A Day But For All Time"

TO THE CITIZENS AND VOTERS
OF CALDWELL COUNTY:
This is to express my gratitude and appreciation for every
consideration and kindness shown me in the General Election,
Tuesday, November 8th, and for your encouragement and cooperation during the years that I have endeavored to serve you as
your County Court Clerk. I congratulate my opponent, Mr. John
B. Morgan, and bespeak for him the same kindness and consideration you have shown me, and extend to him my best wishes for a
successful administration. I likewise congratulate all of the newly
elected officials and trust that their administrations will also be
successful.
Sincerely yours,

Fraternal Order Of

"A man, too stingy to subscribe to the hometown paper, sent his
little boy to borrow a copy from his neighbor. In haste, the boy
ran over a stand of bees and, in 10 minutes, he looked like a wart
Regular Meeting

summer squash. His father ran to his assistance and, failing to
notice the barbed wire fence, tore and ruined a $9 pair of pants.

FRIDAY
Fri., Nov. 25, 7:00 P. M.
*
*
*
W. D. Ramage, W. P.
Charles A. Ilaneock, Sec.

"The old cow took advantage of the gap in the fence, got into the
field and killed herself eating green corn. Hearing the commotion,
his wife ran out, upset a four-gallon churn of cream into a basket
of little chickens, drowning the entire batch.
"The baby, being left alone, crawled through the cream into the
parlor, ruining a brand-new $50 carpet. During the excitement
the oldest daughter eloped with the hired man, the dog broke up

the new Dearborn Farm Equipment
Finance plan for Used Farm Machinery. /
1 3 down ... 12 months to pay
balance.
famous restaurants and The Brown .

traditionally fine service.
Write us today about reservatioii.
won't you? We'd like to show you jii.t
how well we can take care of you!
Five Splendid Restaurants including
the famous BLUEGRASS ROOM Louisville's Nieest "Bright Spot"!

HOTEL
BROWN Finest

Louisville's Largest and

-Conditioned All the Year 'Round
Five Floors Air
Director
Harold K. Harter, !Mana(ing

Good used tractor with 2 new implements - Down payment less than
$450.00.
Save money, time and trouble.
rp here before you buy.
It's the C & L Tractor Company
for all your Farm Implement needs.
Come or Call - 3305

11 setting hens and the calves got out and chewed the tails off
four shirts on the clothes line."
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$2.50 Outside of Caldwell County
$3 Outside Kentucky
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Thanksgiving is more than mere feasting and reunion. Thanksgiving is a time for renewing our
faith in God and the spiritual values of life which
are essential to these times.
The Pilgrims who founded our nation worshipped
in the wilderness on that first Thanksgiving, giving thanks to God for His blessings. Meager bless-

thankful. Today we must live up to the faith of
our forefathers. We give thanks for material
things, for freedom, but above all, for the privilege of worship.
Go to Church Thanksgiving! Live up to your faith!

GO TO

Union Thanksgiving Services
AT

Methodist Church
The Ogden MemorialCHIMES)
Avuotid.1 419:00 Vioch
deliver the address — Music will be furnished by the combined choirs of
Rev. Harvey Tallent,of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, will
various churches of the community.
This Ad Sponsored By:

WALKER'S DRUGS AND JEWELRY
A. H. TEMPLETON
CAPITOL THEATER
DR. W. L. CASH, Mayor
HENRY & HENRY

MORGAN'S

GOLDNAMER'S

STEWART OIL CO.

PRINCETON CREAMERY

SEARS ORDER OFFICE

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES

WILLIAMSON DRUG STORE

A. M. HARVILL

WOOD BROS.

PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY

CORNER DRUG STORE

McGOUGH PAINT & WALLPAPER STORE
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Ky. Farm News

SUBSURFACE PLOWS
Lubbock, Tex. — (AP) —
Ploughs that wink only underneath the surface ere advocated
to stop soil erosion by Dr. A. W.
Young, head of the plant industry department of Texas Technological College.
These plows have chisel noses
and underground blades to cut
the subaoll ,on each side. They
leave in place the stubble of previous crops. Every bit of stubble
or' 'ally other crop relidue left
with its roots in a field, says Pr.
Young, is both a natural wind
break and a water dam.
The stubble binds the top soil
from blowing away as dust, and
from eroding In water. The stubble also furnishes little pipes

After tile was put In, a Sield on
Millis Newsonse's turns in __Me
connty was plowed, fertilized and
sowed to Balbo rye.
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Elliott county is nearing a goal
there also are nylon socks, ties, be switched endlessly to provide tangled with the scarf. "I didn't mind at all," she said. Bob Hicks of 100 per cent purebred beef cat(left), ownei• of the panther,•took it back to Washington Zoo where tle sires.
lker s Drugs & Jewelry shorts and even sweaters to make a variety of funny faces.
In the luxury brackets, fur it has been boarded since Hicks said he caught it in the Florida evChristmas merry for Dad.
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Madame Elsa Schiaparelli's
the prices may be just slightly
was veiled with a secretive smile
Fath said he really meant it DEODORANT SPRAY
lower—not much, but a little.
As for the groaning board, and a misleading preamble. "You when he told a Dallas newspaper
There is' no fuss or muss in usthere will be no shortages on the can't be changing hem lengths that he was going to introduce ing deodorants in atomizer-type
said.
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minutes,"
five
every
have
"I
France.
in
square
dancing
Christmas dinner table this year.
plastic containers. All you do is
We Offer
A bumper crop of turkeys is "Skirts are going to stay right two American mannequins," he press the sea-green bottle and a
.
unless
.
.
.
are
they
where
open
to
going
I'm
"and
explained,
ready for holiday consumption,
misty spray of deodorant squirts
a school of square dancing with out.
and all the trimmings are boun- ,they get shorter."
tiful supply — apples, nuts, canJacques Fath came out with a them as teachers as soon as I get
dies, cranberries, pumpkins and flat statement that hemlines are back from showing my collection
in Rome at the end of Nomestaple vegetables.
going to be "a bit" briefer.
STOMACH SUFFERERS
Christmas shopping should be a
Madame Schiaparelli had an ber."
GET AMAZING RELIEF
last,
long
at
year,
this
pleasure
The designer said he admires The
unkind word to say for the outHARVEY STOMACH
very Morning - It's the Cermaic Lining that does
look
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U.S.A.
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and Mr. and
dated brainchild of competitor the New York and Dallas fashion TREATMENT goes further
Our
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Stove
this
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Price
Original
t.
forward to an honest-to-goodness Dior. "The New Look," she snif- industries, and doesn't intend to than most stomach treatments
Merry Christmas.
fed, "was the shortest fashion "make competition for anybody." on the market today. It is made
pedal Sale Price
that ever was—thank goodness!" He claimed credit for having been up of four different medicines.
BESTOF ALL WORLDS •
And weighting her words care- the first to introduce the new One of the main ingredients is
Chicago — (AP) — A travel fully, she pronounced an epitaph: short hairstyles for women in belladonna.
large sign painted on one of its "It wasn't very pretty."
Paris. "After a trip to America We guarantee this wonderful
Save enough to pay your fuel bill, enjoy firing
agency on La Salle Street has a
two years ago I had all my man- medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
flapping
things
those'
Heat"All
known
best
only once a day. America's
indows. It reads: "See the world
around your ankles—we just don't nequins cut their' hair—but even and that acid, gassy, belchy,
'before you leave it."
ing stove.
live the kind of life for that sort shorter than the American cut," nervous and lack of pep feelhe declared.
ing. Compare its price with
• of thing nowadays."
•NO WAIT
Madame Schlaparelli, tiny be- other stomach preparations.
•
leading lady of the Paris
USW
Call
The
WORRY
NO
fashion world had this to say of hind her big desk, and playing Start this treatment today —
Priest, Sall
NO REGRET
American college girls: "They're with a miniature bottle of per- there is no need to suffer. Ask
lelli-DISIANCE MOVING SERVICE
very cute, very amusing, and very fume as she talked, was wearing your druggist for Harvey Tab•
Inc.
• Aci•nts Iv CLIPPER Van On•s,
conscious of it." She considered a little black suit, black jersey lets. SOLD ONLY AT
Arnold Ligon Truck Line for a moment, turned on the blouse with a multiple rope of
WOOD DRUG STORE
Contact
PRINCETON, KY.
mischevious Schiap smile, and pearls, and a one-sided black velJAMES D. M.ASHBURN
Princeton, Ky. murmured, "VERY conscious of vet cep. The young, blonde Mr.
Phone 2016
Fath, interviewed in the corridor
it."
She also offered a piece of ad- outside his fitting rooms, was
vice to American women on ahe tastefully resplendent in a blue,
subject of perfumes — they ought blue suit and a darker blue tie
to learn to use sprays like French- with a small white figure. Both
women do, instead of dabbing a courturiers said they were far
bit behind the ear, and a bit here too busy with business arrangeand there, where only a near-by ments to notice any new trends or
changes in America.
nose can smell it.
The French system of spraying
Diamond is pure crystallized
on a cloud of scent is better, she
thinks, because that way the carbon, while graphite is another
wearer herself can enjoy it. "You form of crystalline carbon
can't turn around and smell behind your own ear," she pointed
out reasonably, "and unfortunately you can't always be kissed."
But because "all good perfumes
for
are too expensive in America,"
be
can't
really
she added, women
• GOOD QUALITY
blamed for using it in thrifty
dabs.
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
2 Best Lighted and Most Conveniently Located Warehouses
Comparing he r success in
America to a happy marriage, *GOOD VALUE
in the Western District
Schiaparelli denied that she ever
deliberately aimed her clothing • IN GOOD TART!
designs at the American market.
Women the world over dress to
see
please men, she declared.
from
Jacques Fath, just back
a U. S. trip which included a stay
in Dallas, reserved his handsom- Phone 3234
Priseeteas Ky.
est compliment'for Texans.
11

down which rain w ate' penetrates
into the soil, instead of mostly
running off on (he surface. As the
stubble decomposes, it furnishes
soil particles more fir2y in
a sort of binding cement to hold
place.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Dead Stock
WANTED

Prescriptions A
Specialty

Save A Cool $40

Women's Skirts Will
Be Shorter, Says Paris

Make Your Dollars Behave Like
Ten Spots

11'1

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3698

HOW, GET OUT OF DEBT!
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4
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ARMY SURPLUS HEATERS
A Warm Morning

$24.95

Small Surplus Coal Ranges
White Enamel $14.95

Joiner Hardware Co.
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By combining scattered bills and debts with a personal loan
from us you will have only one place to pay . . . and only
one small payment to make each month.
Figure out how much you need and phone or come in to
our office. We will show you how to get out of debt and cut
your monthly payments as much as one-half.

littelpstale FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
l• • 0 es,

W. MARKET ST.
Princeton, Ky.

MEMORIALS
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BECAUSE WE BAKE
KIRCHOFF'S BREAD
TO REACH YOU THAT WAY

12,000 Square Feet Of Selling Space Added

First Sale Nov. 28

Henry & Henry

Your Tobacco
• More Efficient and Faster Handling of
Market.
Burley
District
• Pioneers of the Western
home with you.
money
your
take
• See.your tobacco sell, and
Operated.
• Home Owned and Home
deal.
• Sell where you are guaranteed a square
WEIGHTS.
SHORT
• NO LONG WAITS --- NO
Always Welcome.
• Visit Our Floor Any Time --- You Are
times.
all
at
• Courteous, efficient service

BECAUSE WE DELIVER
KIRCHOFF'S BREAD
TO YOUR GROCER PROMPTLY

YEARS OF EXPERIYOUR TOBACCO IS HANDLED BY MEN WITH
APPRECIATE
AND
ENCE WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST
YOUR BUSINESS

PADUCAH
BURLEY FLOOR
1010 Madison St.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
Kennady Bros., proprietors

fen

aiessassamaileassesOilit.

Phone 1669
J. G. Campbell, mgr.

ssat'

427ing through a stone wall?
•Hard water's lime deposit on your beard makes
k impervious as a stone wall. Makes razor drag,
leaves skin sore. Cuts down life of blades, too,
Permutit• Water Conditioning removes lime—
makes shaving and bathing • pleasure! Ask for
amazing FREE TRIAL/ No down payment!
Yours with easy E H.A. terms!
•Traimpora Iles. U.I.
ort,
FOR MORE THAN SO YEARS

PERMIIITIT
WATIR CONDITIONING NIADOUARTIGG

B. N. Lusby Co
132 E. Main St.

eve,

,

Phone 3141

BECAUSE WE GUARD
KIRCHOFF'S BREAD
ON YOUR GROCER'S
DISPLAY

•

PHONE 2881
JAMES T. HOLT, MGR.

More Space Means More

MONEY

•

Thursd_ia-, November 24, I
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WANTED: Farm Manager-foreMan for 1950. Must be good
men
farmer and able to manage
acre
and equipment on a 400
farm. Attractive monthly salary. Write giving references
farm, c-o Postoffice Box 531,
21-2tc
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Deaths & Funerals
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THANKS...

S. A.Beckner

Specie/
,
DECORATIVE PLANK
17" LOVABLE BABY DOLL

7-LIGHT INDOOR SET
$1.75
Clips Hold
Lamps Upright
Each light burns iedepend•
entlyl Add-on connector.
Others

Others

95e up

5" ABC RUBBER BALL
49e
72c Reg
cr-nancor
nveiy
rtnea-a
Gas
Cellophane wrapped. WV

SCHOLASTIC

FOOTBALL
$1.98 up

$15,95
Remote Control
Transformer
Powerful electric freight
Die-cast engine and tender

"Jr. Chamoion"•
GLOVES
sit
e5.45
et
For 4-8 yr. old
boxers. 4-oz.
_same

$3.49
$4.00 Rcg.
Latex arms and legs Sleeping eyes Voice Um

CEILING

TILE

here's a wall covering
that doesn't need further
decor atin g! Insulating
bosrd in tongue and groove
multi-colored plank design
makes grand hobby and
rumpus room walls. Sq.
ft.... 9c

This interesting tile has
high light reflecting and
sound absorbing qualities
and makes an unusual celling. In 12" x 12", and
16" x 32" in both white and
variegated colors. Sq. ft.

KNOTTY PINE
PANELING

PLASTER BOARD

INSULATION BOARD
thsi
Here's a wall hoard
aa
makes a smooth wall,
tine
same
the
Insulates at
ems:6i.
-What's more, it's
it in r
carry
We
cal.
widths, various lenetka aad
Wetness
34" and '1"
Sq. rt. w ...04e.

$10.45 up

Buffalo Bill HOLSTER SET
$1.25 Reg

$1.09

Colorful holster, repeating
pistol, belt, "play" bullets.

21" Automatic
DUMP TRUCK

Revolving Cab
STEAM SHOVEL
20;1" $1.95
Long
Wheeled base
Crank oper
ates. £2738

DESK TYPE BLACKBOARD
$3.98 Reg.

$3.29

Opens into handy desk(
18"x14° drawing surface.

COLORFUL PUSH CHIME
95c
Lively Music,
Color, Action
rainNickeled bolls ring; 181
2"
/
bow balls whirll
handle. 13504

GIFT VALUES

To Thrill SmartShoppers!
Home Owned - Home Operated By
Princ-\eton, Ky.
Joe P. Wilcox
4VOIK
Mt
tarti
NCtag
AINDE
ttert
..41EVINSOCIMMOCCIMa

Tongue and groove fireside pattern of knotty pine
paneling in six, eight, and
ten inch widths will add a
touch of distinction to your
home that will be unparalleled. Bd. ft . . . I2c.

51 Gauge
15 Denier
$1.35

Lively New Shade In

inming/3iá5/
The glow of copper! Beautiful with
light brown, honey, toast and amber costumes.
• Smart with green, coral, turquoise.
In fact, it's so lovely with so many shades
that you'll need sfveral pairs. 51 gauge, 15
denier nylons--sheer, flattering, flawless•fitting.

We have a good supply of
this ever popular wall board
in various thicknesses and
lengths. For a durable and
economical product, It III unsurpassed. Sq. ft... . Sc.

GRAIN BOARD
Mk
Knotty pine, bleaChtli
wilaal
hogany. and black
laminated one
finishes are
hard ii
plaster board that is

distinguish from esPena'"
veneer.
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MODERN KITCHENS
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